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ABSTRACT

Using one and two-climer.sior.al hydrogen ato::. nodeis (with quantum defect

corrections) for planar and axial channelling, of electrons ar.d harmonic os-

cillator .models in one and tvc-dimensions for planar and axial cases 'with

anharnior.icity corrections) for positron channelling, soce analytical results

have been obtained for channelling radiation frequencies. The effects of

extended defects (like dislocations) are then considered qualitatively.

Some quantitative results are also obtained^

1. INTRODUCTION

We know from electrodynamics that any charged particle traversing through

matter emits electromagnetic radiation, because i t undergoes acceleration or

de-acceleration during i ts passage. When the charged particle is constrained

to execute oscillatory motion along major crystallographic directions or

planes and is thus channelled, the process of acceleration and de-acceler-

ation is regularized because of the periodicity of the motion. Under these

circumstances, the channelled particle emits radiation which is characteris-

tic to its oscillatory motion in that particular channel and this radiation

is called channelling radiation. This radiation predicted by Kumakhov and
2

observed by Alguard et al. has been studied extensively during the last

few years . Because of potential applications of this new type of radi-

ation, there exist already some review articles .

As seen from the first experiments on possible applications of channel-

ling radiation to study the defects in crystalline solids, i t Is very useful

to have some analytical results using reasonable approximations so that at

least qualitatively, the effects of defects can be visualized. For this rea-

son we first investigate the characteristics of these channelling radiations

for a power law type potential which has been analytically (and successfully)

used in channelling studies of defects and stopping power.

2. FORMALISM

a) Planar channelling

As has beer. di scored in tne context of application to defects , the con-

Li-jjjr potential d̂ e to a single plane can be written as

where V = - z,
U x

e II j C p., z. and z_ are the charge lumbers of the
p -L £

projectile and target atoms respectively, K is the bulk density of atoms in

the tf-rget, d = 21 is the interplanar separation, C is a constant (=/3)

ar.d y is the distance measured from the plane. The Thomas -Fermi screening

radius a is given by

(2 )

where a is the Bohr radius. The planar potential (1) has been shown to

correspond to a power law type Thomas-Fermi interatomic potential and numer-

ically compares well (within 2-5 percent) with other potentials normally
n

used in channelling calculations.

Th'e Schrodir-ger equation for transverse motion of a planar channelled

electron with potential (l) is essentially a one-dimensional hydrogen atom

Schrodinger equation with quantum defect corrections so that the energy

levels for transverse motion of the electron in planar channelling- are given

(3)
•+•

where the quantum defect correction for odd states is given by in -

In order to include the temperature effects, the T-F screening radius a is

replaced By ari = /a + u^ where u^ is the mean square vibrational ampli-

tude perpendicular to the plane. Thus the quantum defect correction becomes

in = 2aT/a0.

The positrons, because of their positive charge, are channelled between

two adjacent planes and hence their transverse notion is governed by the

potential
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where x( = i-y) is the distance from the midplane between the two adjacent

planes and L = i + a. For smaller amplitudes of oscillation in transverse

met ion, we can expand V(x) in powers of x, as

L-
'.'sing hanr.onie oscillator results, the observed radiation frequency in the

forward direction is given by c""4 .

(6)

where if = l//l-v2/c is the relativistic factor, v being the positron ve-

locity. The line width d'je to anharmonicity (third term In equation (5)) is

easily calculated and compares well with the experimental results 1:L,

The effects of defects on the charged, particle channelling are broadly of

two types . First, the obstruction type where the effects are seen only when

the channelled particle directly hits the defects, as in the case of point de-

fects and stacking faults. Secondly, the distortion type where the defects

produce strains and distortion in the actual channel so that the channelled

particle, even without hitting the defect directly, feels the effects of di-

stortion through some potential; like for the case of dislocations. The cur-

vature produced in the channel, because of dislocations, gives rise to cen-

trifugal forces, resulting in the modification of trajectories. This distor-

tion and the resulting centrifugal force increases with decreasing distance

from the dislocation core so that Quere defined a region around the disloca

tion core in which all the particles are sure to be dechannelled and found an

analytical expression for diameter of this dechannelling cylindrical region

t £ b
A, =

(7)

where E is the particle energy and b is the Burger vector of disloca-

tions.

The channelled particles encountering the region outside the deehannelling

cylinder will remain channelled but with modified amplitudes and trajectories.

For example, it has been shown that a well channelled particle vhile pass-

ing through a planar channel situated at a distance r~ away from the dislo-
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a'":oi cere, vill start oscillating with an average amplitude

{?•}

T = L—

where F is tl.fr cc-.'lele elliptic integral of second kind. This should jive

rise to additional channelling radiation frequency in the forward direction,

given by -,

/ (10)

Of course th i s is an idealized model calculation corresponding to an uniform

distribution of screw dislocat ions, a l l approximated to be arcs of circle of

appropriate curvature. Even here, the effects on motion of osc i l la t ing par-

t i c l e s , due to distort ion in the channel has to be calculated and effects on

the in tens i t ies of existing l ines , to be estimated. I t will be very informa-

tive to have experiments on crystals without find viti; pure screw dislocations
7 R ~ "3

in the concentration regions 10-10 per era". The experiments of Park et a l .

correspond to a high dislocation density so that separation of 500 A between

consecutive dislocation-l ike p la te le t s in (100) planes is smaller than the

diameter of deehannelling cylinder estimated from expression (7) to be of the

order of 800 A° so that almost a l l the positrons will be dechannelled and no

channelling radiation can be expected, as is in fact found.

b) Axial channelling

The analysis is to be done for two dimensional hydrogen-like model with

quantum defect corrections (for electrons) or two dimensional harmonic DSC;'

la tor model, with anharmonicity corrections (for positrons). For instance

taking the positron axial channelling case, the harmonic potential seen by

the positrons with not too large amplitude has been shown to be of the form

^ Uo( (ID

vhere F is the axial channel s ize , r i s the distance measured from the

central axis, U = nB -̂ —f— for no strings surrounding the channel
s
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The solutionof this circular oscillator problem gives the energy levels

/myRwhere n and n are the two quantum numbers and u =

observed radiation frequency in the forward direction is given by

."ill-

and the

(13)

Here again, for a small concentration of dislocations of Burger's vector b,

the amplitude acquired by an initially veil channelled particle is calculated

to be 13

(Ik)

where dQ is the distance of the channel from the dislocation core. The

corresponding period and resulting radiation frequency is obtained as before.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

A model calculation has been presented in order to explore the possibil-

ities of applications of recently observed channelling radiation. This new
1*4

type of radiation has already been shown to be capable of determining the

parameters of a phenomenologically assumed axial or planar continuum poten-

tial. In this work we have shown theoretically its possible applications

to study the defects like dislocations. Because of the complex nature ^f the

problem resulting from the distortion introduced in the planar and axial chan_

nels by the dislocation, we have used an analytically simpler potential in

these calculations. This potential used here was earlier used °> 1 2> 1 3 j n <je_

channelling and energy loss calculations and later in channelling radiation

in perfect crystals * and was found to be within about £ to 5 percent of

other Thomas-Fermi statistical potential results.

We find for a- uniform distribution of dislocations of a single type

(screw type in this case) that the channelling radiation spectrum should show

an enhancement for frequencies equal to (and more than) frequency given by

Eq.(10) for.planar channelling of positrons. For a density of dislocations

too high so that the separation between two dislocation cores is smaller

than the aiameter of dechannelling cylinder, all the particles will be de-
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channelled and no aechannelling radiation vill be observed. That is why in

the experiments of Park et al. channelling radiation Is completely absent

along (100) planes where the platelets look like dislocations, in type la

diamond samples. Of course, the actual composition of platelets is extremely

complicated in the sense that precise ratio of nitrogen and carton content is

uncertain. The present theoretical work is being extended to other types of

defects like stacking faults and more detailed calculations for intensity

changes in the radiation spectrum for dislocations and stacking faults is in

progress. We expect, however, that present preliminary results vill motivate

detailed experiments with samples having uniform distributions of single type

of defects as for the case of dechannelling and energy losses
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